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the inverter in the State where the load current exceeds the

Second overload judgment value and the output Voltage of
the inverter is higher than a short circuit judgment value and
to Stop the operation of the inverter immediately when the
load current exceeds the Second overload judgment value
and the output Voltage of the inverter is equal to or less than
the short circuit judgment value whereby the inverter can be
positively protected while an induction motor having a
larger Starting current flowing therethrough.
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2
Smooth waveform having a harmonic component removed
by the filter circuit.
In the inverter generator apparatus, there is provided
overload protection means to Stop the operation of the
inverter when the load current gets excessive in order to
protect the Switch circuit of the inverter from the overload
current. The overload protection means of the prior art
inverter generator apparatus comprises a current transformer
to detect the load current flowing from the inverter through
the load connection terminals, an overload Signal generation
circuit to generate an overload Signal when the load current
detected by the current transformer is compared with a limit

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
OVERLOAD-CONTROLLING INVERTER
POWER GENERATION APPARATUS

This application is a divisional of U.S. Ser. No. 10/014,
999, filed on Dec. 11, 2001 now U.S. Pat. No. 6,710,580.
TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to an inverter power generation
apparatus comprising an AC generator driven by an internal
combustion engine at various rotational Speeds and an
inverter to convert an output of the AC generator into an AC
output of arbitrary frequency and a method of controlling the
inverter power generation apparatus on its overload.

value and the detected overload current exceeds the limit
15

Switch circuit of the inverter when the state where the

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

An inverter power generation apparatus has been used for
a power generation apparatus driven by an internal combus
tion engine as a primer.
In general, the inverter power generation apparatus com
prises an AC generator driven by the internal combustion
engine, a DC power Supply Section to convert an output
Voltage of the AC generator into a DC voltage and an
inverter to convert an output voltage of the DC power Supply
Section into an AC output of predetermined frequency.
The inverter comprises a bridge type Switch circuit to
convert the output of the DC power Supply Section into the
AC Voltage, a filter circuit to remove a harmonic component
from the AC Voltage output from the Switch circuit, load
connection terminals having the output of the filter circuit
applied across the terminals and PWM control means to

25

to output the AC voltage of predetermined waveform
through the load connection terminals.
The DC power Supply Section comprises a rectifier to
rectify the output of the AC generator and a Smoothing
capacitor connected across the DC output terminals of the
rectifier to generate a DC voltage acroSS the Smoothing
capacitor.
The bridge-type Switch circuit comprises a plural of
Switch arms connected in parallel to each other and each
having an upper arm Switch element and a lower arm Switch
element connected in Series to each other and an upper arm

35
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Accordingly, it is a principal object of the invention to
provide a method of controlling an inverter power genera
tion apparatus on its overload adapted to positively protect
an inverter used for both of an induction load and a load
other than the induction load.

55

It is another object of the invention to provide an appa
ratus for controlling an inverter power generation apparatus
on its overload adapted to positively protect an inverter used
for both of an induction load and a load other than the
induction load.

60

drive signal (PWM signal) of pulse waveform obtained by
modulating in the PWM form at least one of drive signals to
be applied to the pair of the Switch elements.
The AC voltage of intermittent waveform output from the
Switch circuit is converted into an AC output voltage of

In order to solve the problems, it will be considered that
the limit value of the load current in the overload protection
control is set to be higher than the rush current of the
induction motor, but since the thus Set limit value prevents
the protection operation from being made even though the
over current flows for a long time when the load other than
the induction load is driven whereby the inverter cannot be
positively protected.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Switch elements of each of the Switch arms.
The PWM control means to control the Switch elements of

the Switch circuit Serves to output from the inverter circuit
the AC Voltage of intermittent waveform having a duty ratio
“D’ changed for every PWM cycle in accordance with an
instant value of the AC output voltage applied through the
load connection terminals to the load by carrying out the
on-off of the current flowing through the pair of Switch
elements located at the diagonal position of the bridge type
Switch circuit, for example at predetermined timing with a

the setting time whereby the Switch elements of the Switch
circuit of the inverter are protected from the over current, but
Since the operation of the inverter is stopped by the overload
protection control working with the large rush current flow
ing through an induction load Such as an induction motor
when it starts to be driven, the load might be unable to be
Started.

feedback diode and a lower arm feedback diode connected

in reverse parallel to the upper arm Switch element and the
lower arm Switch element, respectively. A pair of DC input
terminals are led out of a common connection point of both
ends of the Switch arms while AC output terminals are led
out of the connection point of the upper and lower arm

overload Signal is generated continues for a Setting time.
With the inverter generator apparatus used, Since the DC
Voltage output from the DC power Supply Section is con
verted into the AC voltage of arbitrary frequency, the AC
Voltage of predetermined frequency can be obtained from
the load connection terminals in Spite of the revolutional
Speed of the generator. Also, the AC voltage of arbitrary
magnitude can be obtained by controlling the duty ratio
changed for every PWM cycle in the PWM control.
AS aforementioned, in the prior art inverter generator
apparatus, the overload protection control is performed by
Stopping the operation of the inverter when the State where
the load current flowing from the inverter through the load
connection terminals exceeds the limit value continues for

control the Switch elements of the Switch circuit in the form

of pulse width modulation (referred to as PWM later) so as

value and inverter operation Stop means to Stop the operation
of the inverter by Stopping Supplying the drive signal to the

65

The invention is applied to a method of overload control
ling an inverter power generation apparatus comprising an
AC generator driven by an internal combustion engine, a
rectifier to rectify an output of the AC generator and an
inverter to convert an output voltage of the rectifier into an
AC Voltage of constant frequency. In the overload control
method of the invention, a value of the load current flowing
through the inverter is compared with an allowable threshold
value and at least one overload judgment value Set to be

US 6,826,062 B2
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FIG. 7 illustrates the overload protection control per
formed in accordance with the algorithm of FIG. 5;
FIG. 8 is a Schematic diagram of an example of a stop
command generation circuit to generate an inverter Stop
command on Overload by using a hardware circuit in the

3
smaller than the allowable threshold value and the operation
of the inverter is stopped immediately when the overload
current exceeds the allowable threshold value. Also, in case

that the load current is equal to or less than the allowable
threshold value, but exceeds the Overload judgment value,

when a time Set in accordance with the value of the overload

judgment values elapses after the overload current exceeds
the overload judgment value, the operation of the inverter is
Stopped.
Thus, the induction load through which the large current
flows when it starts to be driven can be driven without any
trouble by appropriately Setting the overloadjudgment value

invention; and

FIG. 9 illustrates the overload protection operation using
the circuit of FIG. 8.
1O

and the times determined in accordance with the overload

judgment values.
In the state of driving the induction load and the load other
than the induction load, when the load current gets excessive
and exceeds the allowable threshold value, the operation of
the inverter can be immediately Stopped. Thus, the inverter
can be positively protected from the overload.
An inverter power generation apparatus for carrying out
the aforementioned method may comprise a load current
detector to detect a load current flowing through an inverter,
an instant Stop command generation circuit to generate a
Stop command to instruct the inverter to be stopped imme
diately when the value of the load current detected by the
load current detector is compared with an allowable thresh

Now the embodiments of the invention will be described
15

magnet rotor not shown and a Stator having generation coils
2u through 2w connected in three-phase. The rotor is pro
Vided on a crankshaft of an internal combustion engine

(E/G) 3.
25

old value and the load current exceeds the allowable thresh

value set at a value Smaller that the allowable threshold
35
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is determined;

AC output terminals 5u and 5v are led out of the connection
point of emitters of the IGBTs as the Switch elements Fu and
Fv and collectors of the IGBTs as the Switch elements FX

and Fy, respectively, while DC input terminals 5a and 5b are
led out of the common connection point of collectors of the
45

50

an on-off control action of the Switch elements,

FIG. 3 illustrates a waveform of AC voltage obtained
acroSS the load connection terminals of the inverter power
generation apparatus of FIG. 1 and internal interruption
timing in the PWM control;
FIG. 4 illustrates a curve of an example of the output
characteristic of the DC power Supply Section of the inverter
power generation apparatus of FIG. 1;
FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating a principal part of an
algorithm of a program performed by a controller of the
inverter power generation apparatus of FIG. 1;
FIGS. 6A and 6B illustrate a waveform of an AC voltage
obtained from the inverter power generation apparatus and
a Sampling timing when an average value of the AC Voltage

of a Series circuit of an upper arm Switch element FV and a
lower arm Switch element Fy and these Switch arms are,
connected in parallel to each other.
In this embodiment, each of the Switch elements may

comprise an insulation gate type bipolar transistor (IGBT).

The above and other objects and features of the invention
will be apparent from the detailed description of the pre
and illustrated with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which,
FIG. 1 is a Schematic diagram of an inverter power
generation apparatus to which the invention can be applied;
FIGS. 2A through 2H are time charts showing drive
Signals applied to the Switch circuit of the inverter for the
inverter power generation apparatus of FIG. 1 and timing of

A rectifier 4A comprises diodes Du through Dw and DX
through DZ connected in the form of three-phase bridge.
Three-phase output terminals of the generator 2 are con
nected to three-phase AC input terminals 4u through 4-w of
the rectifier 4A, respectively, while a Smoothing capacitor
Cd is connected across DC output terminals 4a and 4b of the
rectifier 4A. A DC power supply section 4 is formed by the
rectifier 4A and the Smoothing capacitor Cd.
A H-bridge type Switch circuit 5 comprises a Switch arm
formed of a Series circuit of an upper arm Switch element Fu
and a lower arm Switch element FX and a Switch arm formed

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

ferred embodiments of the invention, which are described

with reference to the drawings hereinafter.
FIG. 1 shows an example of a construction of the inverter
power generation apparatus to which the invention is
applied. A three-phase magneto AC generator 2 driven by an

internal combustion engine (E/G) 3 comprises a multi-pole

old value, at least one overload Stop command generation
circuit to perform a time interval operation for a time Set in
accordance with the value of the overload judgment value
when the value of the load current detected by the load
current detector is compared With the Overload judgment
value and is detected to exceeds the Overload judgment
value and to generate a stop command to instruct the inverter
to be stopped when the time interval operation is completed
and inverter Stop means to Stop the operation of the inverter
when the Stop command is generated from either of the
instant Stop command generation circuit and the overload
Stop command generation circuit.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

55

IGBTs as the Switch elements Fu and Fv and the common

connection point of emitters of the IGBTs as the Switch
elements Fv and Fy, respectively.
The Switch circuit 5 may comprise other on-off control
lable switch elements such as a MOSFET or a bi-polar
power transistor.
The input terminals 5a and 5b of the Switch circuit 5 are
connected to the output terminals 4a and 4b of the rectifier
4A while the pair of output terminals 5u and 5v are con
nected to a pair of load connection terminals 7u and 7v
through a low-pass passage type filter circuit 6 which may
be formed of inductances L1 and L2 and a capacitor C1. A
load 8 is connected across the load connection terminals 7u
and 7:

60
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A power Supply Voltage detection circuit 10 Serves to
detect a DC power supply voltage output from the DC power
Supply Section 4 and an output Voltage detection circuit 11
Serves to detect an AC output voltage output from the filter
circuit 6. The detection circuits 10 and 11 may comprise an
amplifier circuit formed of operational amplifiers OP1 and
OP2, respectively.
A load current detector 12 Serves to detect a load current

of an inverter and, in the illustrated embodiment, may

US 6,826,062 B2
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comprise a current transformer CT provided on a line of
connection of an output terminal of the filter circuit 6 and the
load connection terminal 7v. A load current detection Signal
Vi obtained from the load current detector 12 is input to a
non-inversion input terminal of a comparator CP1 and also
to an amplifier circuit 13 formed of an operational amplifier
OP3. To an inversion terminal of the comparator CP1, there
is input a first Overload judgment Signal Vis1 obtained by
dividing an output voltage of a not shown DC constant
Voltage Supply circuit by a divider circuit formed of a Series
circuit of resistors R1 and R2. The first overload judgment
Signal Vis1 provides a first Overload judgment value is1 to
define the minimum value of an overload range of the
inverter and the output voltage of the comparator CP1 is
changed from a high level State to a low level State when the
load current of the inverter exceeds the first overload judg

6
detection circuit 11 and the A/D converter 15b. The CPU 15d

arithmetically operates the duty ratio "D' of the PWM cycle
based on these data and applies the PWM signals to the
control terminals of the Switch elements of the Switch circuit

1O

circuit 5.

15

elements Fu, Fy, FX and Fv are in the on state when the
PWM signals Gu, Gy, Gx and Gv are at high level while they
are in the off state when the PWM signals Gu, Gy, Gx and

In the illustrated embodiment, a first overload judgment
Signal generation circuit may be formed of the resistors R1
and R2 and the not shown DC constant Voltage Supply

Gv are at low level.

circuit. In the illustrated embodiment, overload detection

FIGS. 2E and 2F show a timing at which the pairs of

means 14 (overload signal generation means) to generate an

switch elements (Fu, Fy) and (FX, Fv) located at the diagonal

overload Signal or detect the Overload State of the inverter
when the load current of the inverter exceeds the first
25

bridge get the on State at the Same time.
In case that the waveform of the AC output voltage to be
output through the load connection terminals 7u and 7.
should be a Sine waveform, a positive half wave voltage of

intermittent waveform (identical to that shown in FIG. 2E)

35
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switch elements Fu, Fv, FX and Fy (bases of the IGBTs, in
the illustrated embodiment) in accordance with a drive

command signal output from the CPU 15d.

In the embodiment of FIG. 1, the inverter to convert the

DC voltage output by the DC power supply section 4 into the
AC Voltage of constant frequency is formed of the Switch
circuit 5, the filter circuit 6, the power Supply Voltage
detection circuit 10, the output Voltage detection circuit 11,
the load current detector 12, the amplifier circuit 13 to
amplify the load current detection signal, the overload
detection circuit 14 and the controller 15. The inverter power
generation apparatus 1 is formed by the inverter, the AC
generator 2 and the DC power Supply Section 4.
In the inverter power generation apparatus of FIG. 1, the
AC voltage output by the AC generator 2 is converted into
a DC power supply voltage VD by the DC power supply
section 4 formed of the rectifier 4A and the smoothing
capacitor Cd and the DC power supply voltage VD is input

having a duty ratio changed for every PWM cycle At in
proportion to the instant value of the AC Voltage of Sine
wave is output from the Switch circuit 5 by producing a
period of FIG. 2E where the pair of Switch elements Fu and
Fy located at the diagonal position get the on State at the
same time by applying the PWM signals Gu and Gy of pulse
waveform to the gates of the Switch elements Fu and Fy,
respectively, during the period of the positive half wave of
the AC output Voltage.
A negative half wave Voltage of intermittent waveform

(identical to that shown in FIG. 2F) having a duty ratio

45
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changed for every PWM cycle At in proportion to the instant
value of the AC voltage of sine wave is output from the
Switch circuit 5 by producing a period of FIG. 2F where the
pair of Switch elements FX and FV located at the diagonal
position get the on State at the same time by applying the
PWM signals Gx and Gv of pulse waveform to the gates of
the Switch elements FX and Fv, respectively, during the,
period of the negative half wave of the AC output Voltage.
The AC voltage of intermittent waveform output from the
Switch circuit 5 is applied across the load connection ter
minals 7u and 7 to the load 8 after it is converted into the

Smoothed AC output voltage of Sine waveform through the
filter circuit 6.

The PWM signals comprise a signal of pulse waveform
60

to the Switch circuit 5 of the inverter.
The CPU 15d of the controller 15 reads data AN1 of the

DC power supply voltage VD applied from the DC power
Supply Section 4 through the operational amplifier OP1 and
the A/D converter 15a and reads instant data ANO indicating
the Voltage acroSS the load connection terminals 7u and 7v
through the operational amplifier OP2 of the output voltage

which the upper arm switch elements (Fu, Fv) of the

H-bridge get the on State at the same time and a timing at

A/D converter 15c to convert the load current detection

Signal input through the amplifier circuit 13 into a digital
signal, a microcomputer having a CPU 15d and RAM, ROM
or the like not shown and an output port 15e to apply PWM
Signals Gu, GV, GX and Gy to the control terminals of the

position of the H-bridge Switch circuit 5 get the on state at
the same time while FIGS. 2G and 2H show a timing at

which the lower arm switch elements (FX, Fy) of the H

a controller 15 to control the Switch circuit 5. The controller

15 may comprise an A/D converter 15a to convert the output
of the power Supply Voltage detection circuit 10 into a digital
signal, an A/D converter 15b to convert the output of the
output voltage detection circuit 11 into a digital Signal, an

FIGS. 2A through 2D show the PWM signals Gu, Gy, Gx
and Gv applied to the control terminals of the Switch
elements Fu, Fy, FX and Fv from the controller 15 in case
that the AC output voltage of sine waveform should be
obtained from the load connection terminals. The Switch

ment value.

overload judgment value may be formed of the first overload
judgment Signal generation circuit and the comparator CP1.
In the embodiment, lowering the level of the output voltage
from the comparator CP1 is used for the overload signal.
The outputs of the power Supply Voltage detection circuit
10, the output voltage detection circuit 11, the amplifier
circuit 13 and the overload detection circuit 14 are input to

5 so that the output of the Switch circuit is made intermittent
by the obtained duty ratio “D’. Thus, the AC voltage of
intermittent waveform having the duty ratio changed for
every PWM cycle in accordance with the instant value of the
AC output voltage applied through the load connection
terminals 7u and 7' to the load 8 is output from the Switch

65

generally having a first state (a Hi level State in the embodi
ment of FIG. 2) and a second state (a Lo level state in the
embodiment of FIG. 2) alternately obtained. The Switch
elements of the Switch circuit 5 get the on State during the
period of the first state of the PWM signals while they get
the off State during the period of the Second State thereof.
In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 2, the PWM signals
Gu and GX are pulse signals having a phase reverse to each
other and being generated with the constant PWM cycle At

US 6,826,062 B2
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while the PWM signals Gy and Gv are pulse signals having
a reverse to each other and delayed for predetermined phase
relative to the PWM signals Gu and GX whereby the AC
Voltage of intermittent waveform having the duty ratio
changed for every PWM cycle At is output from the Switch
circuit 5 by changing the duty ratio of each of the PWM
signals for every PWM cycle At.
In the inverter power generation apparatus of FIG. 1, as
shown in FIGS. 2G and 2H, the Switching pattern of the

reference duty ratio “Do” of the output of the inverter will
be given as follows;
DO=Sin(2InAt/T)

wherein “n” designates a numerical value indicating in what
order the PWM cycle is from the Zero cross point at the
rising up of the waveform of the AC voltage and given by
the counted value of the counter provided in the controller
for counting the PWM cycle.
In the PWM control performed by the controller 15, the
duty ratio “D' can be determined by multiplying the refer
ence duty ratio “Do” given by the aforementioned formula

Switch elements of the Switch circuit 5 is so determined that

there happen the period during which the upper arm Switch
elements Fu and Fv of the bridge of the Switch circuit 5 get
the on State at the same time and the period during which the
lower arm Switch elements FX and Fy of the bridge get the
on State at the same time.

(1) by a predetermined correction coefficient "Kv' changing

15

With the Switching pattern so determined, since the
capacitor C1 of the filter circuit 6 can be discharged during
the Simultaneous on State of the upper arm Switch elements
Fu and Fv and during the simultaneous on state of the lower
arm switch element FX and Fy, there can be obtained the AC
output voltage of Smoother waveform acroSS the load con
nection terminals 7u and 7.

In the description, what is meant by the duty ratio D of the
PWM control is a ratio of the period during which the output
voltage or output current of the Switch element is at Hilevel
or the Switch elements at the diagonal position of the Switch
circuit 5 are in the on State at the Same time relative to every
PWM cycle At.
In case that the controller 15 is formed by using the
microcomputer, every PWM cycle can be detected by count
ing the pulses generated with constant period within the
microcomputer by a PWM cycle counter and the time when
every PWM cycle starts is set as the Switching timing.
The microcomputer processes an internal interruption for
every PWM cycle for each of the switch elements Fu, Fv, Fv
and Fy, sets the on time of the Switch elements at the PWM
Signal generating timers based on the duty ratio determined
by reading it from a map with the internal interruption

process and gets the first state (the Hi level State, for
instance) of the potential at the drive command signal output

25

this figure, a reference “a” designates the waveform of the
AC voltage obtained across the load connection terminals 7u
and 7v, “At” designates the PWM cycle, “VA' designates the
rated value of the crest value of the AC voltage “a”, “Vav”
designates an average value of the AC voltage “a” and “T”
designates a cycle of the AC Voltage obtained across the load

maximum rated load current “IDmax' flows, the waveform

apparatus is “VA' (>VAmax), the operation point at that
35
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time is at the position “P1’ of FIG. 4 and the maximum rated
load current gets the value indicated by “IDA’. In case that
the DC power supply voltage “VD' varies as in indicated in
FIG. 4, the correction coefficient “KV' by which the refer
ence duty ratio “Do” should be multiplied for obtaining the
rated value of the crest value of the AC output voltage will
be given as follows;
Ky=WAFWD

(2)

Thus, the duty ratio “D” of the PWM control in case that
the rated value of the crest value of the AC output voltage
is “VA” will be given as follows;
45

In the inverter power generation apparatus of FIG. 1, the
data. “ANO” indicating the instant value of the AC voltage
50

connection terminals.

The Switch circuit 5 outputs the AC voltage of intermittent
waveform having the duty ratio "D' changing for every
PWM cycle in accordance with the instant value of the AC
output Voltage “a” obtained acroSS the load connection
terminals. The waveform of the AC voltage is so set that the
Sine wave AC voltage of one cycle is divided into S pieces
so that the waveform of the AC voltage has the stepped

maximum load current allowable for obtaining the AC
Voltage having no waveform distortion across the load
connection terminals. AS the load current exceeding the
of the AC output voltage has the distortion waveform in
which the peak portion of the waveform is crushed.
Supposed that the rated value of the crest value of the AC
output voltage output from the inverter power generation

output port.

FIG. 3 shows a relationship of the internal interruption

with variation in the DC power supply voltage “VD'.
The DC power Supply voltage “VD' changes relative to
the output current “ID' as indicated by a curve of FIG. 4, for
instance. Supposed that the maximum rated value of the
crest value of the AC output Voltage obtained across the load
connection terminals 7u and 7' is “VAmax', the operation
point at that time is at the position “Pr' of FIG. 4 and the
maximum rated load current gets the value indicated by
“IDmax'. The maximum rated load current “IDmax’ is the

port of the CPU 15d so that the drive command signals Gu,
GV, GX and Gy of pulse waveform fare generated rom the

timing (the Switching timing of the Switch elements of the
switch circuit) with the duty ratio of the PWM signals. In

(1)
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across the load connection terminals 7u and 7 is read in the

CPU 15d and the duty ratio "D" is corrected so that when the
data “ANO” is lower than the data indicating the rated value,
the duty ratio "D" for the PWM control is made larger and
when the data “ANO” is larger than the data indicating the
instant value of the AC voltage acroSS the load connection
terminals 7u and 7, the duty ratio "D" for the PWM control
is made smaller whereby a deviation between the rated value
and the output Voltage detected by the output Voltage
detection circuit 11 is So controlled as to get closer to Zero.
The duty ratio “D’ obtained after this correction is made
will be given as follows;

waveform. There can be obtained across the load connection

terminals 7u and 7' the sine wave output voltage of
Smoother waveform by passing the Stepped waveform of the
AC voltage through the filter circuit 6.
Supposed that the output voltage of the inverter power
generation apparatus is the Sine wave AC Voltage, the
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wherein “ANS” designates the rated value of each of the
instant values of the AC output voltage and “G” designates
again to determine the ratio of correction amount relative to
a deviation between the rated value "ANS” and the value
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“ANO”. The gain is usually set at the value of one or less.
The coefficient “Kc' is one by which the correction value

the overload continuation time exceeds the Second Setting
time Set in accordance with the value of the output voltage
of the inverter, the drive Signal Stops being Supplied to the
Switch circuit 5 So as that the operation of the inverter Stops.
More particularly, in the overload control of this
embodiment, when it is detected that the load current having
the value exceeding the first overload judgment value flows
through the inverter, the Overload continuation time starts to
be measured, it is judged whether the load current is beyond
the Second Overload judgment value larger than the first
overload judgment value or not and whether the output
Voltage of the inverter is equal to or less than the short circuit
judgment value or not. In case that the value of the load
current exceeds the Second overloadjudgment value and the
output voltage of the inverter is equal to or less than the short
circuit judgment value, the operation of the inverter imme
diately stops. In case that the value of the load current is
equal to or more than the first overload judgment value and
equal to or less than the Second overload judgment value,
when the overload continuation time exceeds the first Setting
time, the operation of the inverter is stopped. In case that the

Gx(ANS-ANO) of the instant value of the voltage across

the load connection terminals should be multiplied for
converting the correction value into the one having the duty
ratio for that time and the coefficient “Kc' is a numerical

value determined by “Kv'.
The CPU 15d determines the duty ratio “D” by the

formula (3) while using the reference duty ratio “Do” read
from the ROM in accordance with the count value “n” of the

PWM cycle counter whenever the PWM cycle is detected by
the counter and the correction coefficient KV obtained by the

arithmetical operation on the formula (2) using the read data
“AN1 (=VD)” of the DC power supply voltage or obtains the

duty ratio “D” by reading it from the map for arithmetically
operating the duty ratio previously stored in the ROM. The
map for arithmetically operating the duty ratio used herein
is a three-dimensional map providing a relation of the count
value “n” of the counter, the data “AN1” of the output
voltage of the rectifier and the duty ratio “D’.
In case that the deviation between the Voltage acroSS the
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load connection terminals 7u and 7 and the rated value is

value of the overload current exceeds the Second overload

controlled to be made Zero, the PWM signal is applied to the
Switch elements of the Switch circuit so that the output of the

judgment value and the output voltage of the inverter is
higher than the short circuit judgment value, it is judged that
the excessive overload current is not caused by the short

Switch circuit 5 is controlled in the form of PWM with the
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circuit accident and the overload current is allowed to
continue to flow until the overload continuation time

duty ratio “D' corrected so as to have no deviation between
the data “ANO” of the output voltage and the rated value

using the formula (4).

Also, in the inverter power generation apparatus of FIG.
1, the overload control is performed in order to protect the

inverter from the overload current. In the overload control of

the prior art inverter power generation apparatus, when the
state where the load current of the inverter becomes beyond
the Overcurrent judgment value continues for the Setting
time, the port of the CPU 15d gets the off state or the
Enable/Disable signal has the state of Disable whereby the
PWM signal stops being Supplied to the Switch elements of
the Switch circuit So as to interrupt the overcurrent.
However, according to this method, in case that the load 8
is an inductive one Such as an induction motor through
which a large rush current flows when it starts, the overload
protection control works due to this large rush current and
thus the load might fail to Start.
In the embodiment of the invention, in order to perform
the overload control relative to the load current flowing
through the inverter, a first overload judgment value and a
Second overload judgment value larger than the first one are
determined, a short circuit judgment value is determined
relative to the output voltage of the inverter and a first Setting
time and a Second Setting time having the length determined
in accordance with the output voltage of the inverter are
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value is the maximum value of the overload current allowed
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the value of the load current exceeds the Second overload

value or not in order to judge whether the cause of the
excessive load current is a short circuit accident occurring
on the output Side of the inverter or not. As a result, in case
that it is judged that the short circuit accident occurs, the
drive Signal immediately Stops being Supplied to the Switch
circuit 5 So that the operation of the inverter Stops. In case
that it is judged that no short circuit accident occurs, when

thereto and is Set at a value further Smaller than the mini
ratus when the load is in a transient State at the time of

judgment value, it is judged whether the output Voltage of

the inverter (the Voltage across the load connection terminals
7u and 7) is equal to or less than the short circuit judgment

to flow through the inverter for the first setting time. These
first and Second overload judgment values are appropriately
Set in accordance with the current capacity of the Switch
elements for the Switch circuit of the inverter and the length
of the first Setting time.
The first Setting time may be set at a constant value or be
changed in accordance with the value of the detected load
current. In other words, the first Setting time may be So Set
that as the detected load current is larger, the first Setting
time gets shorter.
The short circuit judgment value is the judgment value for
judging whether the output terminals of the power genera
tion apparatus are in the State of being shorted or closer
mum value of the Voltage acroSS the load connected acroSS
the output terminals of the inverter power generation appa

determined. In case that the value of the load current is

between the first and Second overload judgment values, the
drive Signal Stops being Supplied to the Switch circuit 5 So
that the operation of the inverter stops when the overload
continuation time exceeds the first Setting time. In case that

exceeds the Second Setting time Set in accordance with the
output Voltage of the inverter. Thus, the operation of the
inverter Stops when the overload continuation time exceeds
the Second Setting time. The Second Setting time is So Set as
to get shorter as the output voltage of the inverter gets lower.
The first overload judgment value is the minimum value
of the overload current allowed to flow through the inverter
for the first Setting time while the Second overload judgment

Starting.
For instance, in case that the load of the inverter power
generation apparatus is the induction motor, the short circuit
judgment value is Set at a value Smaller than the minimum

value of the Voltage across the induction motor (the Voltage

acroSS the output terminals of the inverter power generation
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apparatus) when the rush current flows through the induction

motor at the time of Starting.
With the aforementioned overload control performed, in
case that the value of the overload current is within a range
of being equal to or more than the first overload judgment
value and equal to or less than the Second, overload judg
ment value, the operation of the inverter Stops when the
overload continuation time exceeds the first Setting time.
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overload control is performed is shown in FIG. 5. In this
embodiment, the program practiced by the CPU is so
constructed to perform a Series of processes by a multitask
technique which repeats much task in predetermined order.
FIG. 5 illustrates a construction of one task “n” practiced by
the CPU. In the step 1 of the task “n”, it is judged whether
the Overload detection circuit 14 generates the overload
Signal or not. In case that the overload Signal is generated,
the program is advanced to the Step 2 where it is judged
whether the flag is Set at 1. Since the flag is not set at 1
immediately after the overload Signal is generated, the
program is advanced to the Step 3 where the timer provided
in the microcomputer is Set and in the Step 4 the flag is Set
at 1. Thereafter, in the step 5, it is judged whether the

Thus, it will be noted that with the first and second overload

judgment values Set appropriately, the Overload protection
control operation for the load other than the induction load
can be accomplished in the same manner as the prior art.
Since the operation of the inverter can Stop immediately
when the value of the overload current exceeds the Second

overload judgment value and the value of the output voltage
of the inverter is equal to or less than the Short circuit
judgment value, the inverter can be protected because the
operation of the inverter Stops immediately when the output
terminals of the inverter gets the short circuit State or the
State closer thereto.
In case that the value of the overload current exceeds the

Second overload judgment value and the value of the output
Voltage of the inverter is higher than the short circuit
judgment value, the operation of the inverter Stops when the
overload continuation time exceeds the Second Setting time.
Thus, with the Second overloadjudgment value and the short
circuit judgment value Set at appropriate values, the induc
tion load through which the large, current flows at the time
of Starting can be driven without any trouble. For instance,
as the Second overload judgment value is Set at a value
higher than the peak value of the rush current flowing
through the induction motor at the time of Starting and the
Short circuit judgment value is Set at a value lower than the
minimum value of the Voltage acroSS both ends of the
induction motor when the rush current flows therethrough,
the induction motor can start without any trouble.
The Overload control apparatus for carrying out the afore
mentioned method comprises a load current detector to
detect the load current flowing through the load from the
inverter, overload signal generation means to generate an
overload Signal when the value of the load current detected
by the load current detector is equal to or more than the first
overload judgment value, overload continuation time mea
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detected value of the load current exceeds the Second

overload judgment value, the program is advanced to the
step 6 where it is judged whether the average value “Vav' of

the output voltage “VL” of the inverter (the voltage across
the load connection terminals 7u and 7) is equal to or less
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value of the load current exceeds the Second overload

judgment value and it is judged value by the short circuit
judgment means that the value of the output Voltage of the
inverter is higher than the Short circuit judgment value. The
Second Setting time is So Set as to get Shorter as the output
Voltage gets lower.
An example of an algorithm of a program practiced by the
CPU of the controller in case that the aforementioned

than the short circuit judgment value “Vs” or not.
At any time, the CPU 15d performs such processes as it
samples the instant value of the inverter output voltage “VL’
of waveform as indicated in FIG. 6A, for example with a
predetermined Sampling cycle as shown in FIG. 6B, inte
grates the Sampled Voltage value over one cycle “T” of the
Voltage “VL and arithmetically operates the average value
“Vav' of the output voltage of the inverter by dividing the
integrated value by the cycle “T”. In the step 6, the thus
obtained average value “Vav' of the output voltage “VL of
the inverter is compared with the short circuit judgment

value (the average value of the output voltage when the load
connection terminals are shorted or close to the short circuit)
35

“Vs.

AS a result, when it is judged that the average value "Vav'
of the output voltage of the inverter is equal to or less than

Surement means to measure the Overload continuation time

corresponding to a time elapsing after the Overload Signal is
generated, overload current judgment means to judge
whether the load current exceeds the Second overload judg
ment value Set at a value larger than the first overload
judgment value when the overload signal is generated, short
circuit judgment means to judge whether the value of the
output voltage of the inverter is equal to or less than the short
circuit judgment value when it is judged by the overload
current judgment means that the value of the load current
exceeds the Second overload judgment value, short circuit
inverter protection means to Stop the operation of the
inverter immediately when it is judged by the short circuit
judgment means that the value of the output Voltage of the
inverter is equal to or less than the Short circuit judgment
value and overload inverter protection means to Stop the
operation of the inverter when the overload continuation
time exceeds the first Setting time in the State where it is
judged by the Overload current judgment means that the
value of the load current is equal to or more than the first
overloadjudgment value and equal to or less than the Second
overload judgment value and when the overload continua
tion time exceeds the Second Setting time in the State where
it is judged by the Overload current judgment means that the

detected value “i' of the load current exceeds the second

overload judgment value "is2 or not. In case that the

the short circuit judgment value “Vs” (when the load con
nection terminals are in the State of Short circuit or close
40

thereto So that the operation of the inverter is required to

immediately stop), the program is advanced to the Step 7
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where the process is performed which immediately stops the
supply of the drive signal to the Switch circuit 5 so that the
operation of the inverter stops. Thereafter, in the step 8, the
timer is reset and then in the Step 9, the flag is reset, which
causes the program to be returned to the main routine.
In the step 5, it is judged that detected value “i' of the load
current is equal to or less than the Overload judgment value
“is2' and, in the Step 6, when it is judged that the average
value “Vav' of the output voltage of the inverter exceeds the
Short circuit judgment value “Vs, the program is advanced
to the step 10 where the setting time is determined in
accordance with the detected value "i" of the load current

and the average value “Vav' of the output voltage of the
55

inverter.

In the process of the determination of the Setting time in
the step 10, the first setting time is set when the detected
value “i” of the load current is equal to or less than the
60

Second overload judgment value "is2' (when the program is
advanced from the step 5 to the step 10) and the second
setting time is set when the detected value “i” of the load
current exceeds the Second Overload judgment value "is2'
and the average value “Vav' of the output voltage of the
inverter exceeds the short circuit judgment value “Vs”
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(when the program is advanced from the step 6 to the Step
10). The first setting time set when the detected value of the
load current is equal to or less than the Second overload
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exceeds the Second Setting time, the operation of the inverter
is Stopped. Thus, even the load Such as the induction motor
through which the large rush current flows when it starts can
be driven without any trouble by setting the second overload
judgment value and the short circuit judgment value at
proper values, respectively.

13
judgment value may have a fixed value or vary in accor
dance with the value of the load current So as to get Shorter
as the load current gets larger.
The second setting time set when the detected value of the
load current exceeds the Second overload judgment value
varies in accordance with the output Voltage of the inverter
in Such a manner as it gets shorter as the output voltage of
the inverter gets lower and it gets longer as the output
Voltage gets higher.
The process of the determination of the Setting time in the
step 10 may be performed whenever the task “n” is repeated,
but in case that the already Set Setting time is not required to

In the aforementioned embodiment, the overload detec

tion circuit 14 of FIG. 1 forms the overload signal generation
means to generate the overload Signal when the load current
detected by the load current detector gets equal to or more
than the first Overload judgment value.
The overload continuation time measurement means to

change in the practice of the next task “n” (in case that the

condition for determining the Setting time is not different

from the one in the former task practiced), the program may
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be transferred to the next step 11 without any process for
determining the Setting time in the Step 10.
After the Setting times are determined in the Step 10, it is
judged in the Step 11 whether the Setting time elapses after
the overload Signal is generated or not. More particularly, it
is judged whether the count Value of the timer Set in the Step

3 to start the timer operation (the overload continuation
time) exceeds the Setting time (the first setting time or the
Second setting time) determined in the step 10 or not. Thus,
when it is judged that the overload continuation time
exceeds the Setting time, the program is advanced to the Step
7 where the operation of the inverter is stopped. When it is
judged in the Step 11 that the Overload continuation time
does not exceed the Setting time, the program is returned to

25

the main routine.

When it is judged in the step 1 that no overload current is
generated, the program is advanced to the step 12 where the
timer is reset, then in the Step 13, the flag is rest to 0 and the
program is returned to the main routine.
FIG. 7 shows an example of the overload protection
operation in case that the load current exceeds the Second
overload judgment value in the embodiment. The horizontal
axis of this figure indicates the Second Setting time while the
longitudinal axis thereof indicates the detected value
(average value) of the output voltage of the inverter. In FIG.
7, the folded line “a” indicates the actual detected voltage
while the stepped line “b' indicates the relation between the
Setting time in the actual protection operation and the output
Voltage of the inverter. The area where the hatching is
applied indicates the prohibition area where the operation of
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the inverter is forbidden.

In the embodiment of FIG. 7, as the short circuit judgment
value is set at 10V and the detected average value of the
output voltage of the inverter is within the range of OV to
10V, the operation of the inverter is immediately stopped. As
the average value of the output voltage of the inverter is
within the range of 10V to 30V, the second setting time is set
to one Second and the operation of the inverter is stopped
when one Second elapses after the Overload State is detected.
Similarly, when the average value of the output voltage of
the inverter is within the range of 30V to 50V, 50V to 70V
and 70V to 90V, respectively, the second setting time is set
to 2 Seconds, 3 Seconds and 4 Seconds, respectively. When
the output Voltage of the inverter is within the range of more
than 90V, the second setting time is set to 5 seconds.
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measure the overload continuation time which corresponds
to the elapse time after the overload Signal is generated is
formed by the steps 1 through 4 and the steps 8 and 9 of FIG.
5.

The overload current judgment means to judge whether
the load current exceeds the Second overloadjudgment value
Set at a value larger than the first overload judgment value
or not when the overload Signal is generated is formed by the
step 5 of FIG. 5.
The short circuit judgment means to judge whether the
output voltage of the inverter is equal to or less than the Set
Short circuit judgment value or not when it is judged by the
overload current judgment means that the load current
exceeds the Second overload judgment value is formed by
the Step 6 and the Short circuit inverter protection means to
Stop the operation of the inverter immediately when the
output voltage of the inverter is equal to or less than the short
circuit judgment value is formed by the Steps 6 and 7.
The overload inverter protection means is formed by the
steps 5 and 6, the steps 10 and 11 and the step 7, which
serves to stop the operation of the inverter when the overload
continuation time exceeds the first Setting time in the State
where it is judged by the overload current judgment means
that the value of the load current is equal to or more than the
first overload judgment value and is equal to or less than the
Second overload judgment value and when the overload
continuation time exceeds the Second Setting time in the
State where it is judged by the overload current judgment
means that the value of the load current exceeds the Second

overload judgment value and it is judged by the short circuit
judgment means that the output Voltage of the inverter is
higher than the short circuit judgment value.
AS aforementioned, as the overload current judgment
means, the short circuit judgment means, the short circuit
inverter protection means and the Overload inverter protec
tion means are practiced by the Software, the overload
judgment value and the short circuit judgment value can be
arbitrarily set on the software and therefore the overload
protection operation characteristic for various loads can be
easily Set. This easily provides the inverter power generation
apparatus that can be applied to various loads.
Although, in the illustrated embodiment, it is judged
whether the overload current is caused by the short circuit
accident or not by comparing the output Voltage of the
inverter with the short circuit judgment value when the load
current exceeds the Second overload judgment value, the
operation of the inverter may be Stopped immediately when
the load current exceeds the allowable critical value by
comparing the value of the load current flowing through the

AS aforementioned, when the load current exceeds the

inverter with the allowable critical value and at least one

Second overload judgment value and the output Voltage of
the inverter exceeds the short circuit judgment value, it is
judged that the overload current is not caused by the short

overload judgment value Set at a value Smaller than the
allowable critical value or the operation of the inverter may
be stopped after the Setting time Set in accordance with the
overload judgment value when it is judged that the load
current is equal to or less than the allowable critical value
and exceeds the overload judgment value.

circuit accident and the Overload current is allowed to flow
until the Overload continuation time reaches the Second

Setting time, but when the Overload continuation time
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In this manner, as the operation of the inverter is stopped
when the Setting time elapses after the overload is detected
in the State where the load current is equal to or more than
at least one overload judgment value and equal to or leSS
than the allowable critical value and as the operation of the
inverter is stopped immediately after the load current

is input and an inversion input terminal to which a reference
Voltage Vr is input. In the embodiment, an output terminal
20b of the first overload stop command generation circuit
20B is led out of an output terminal of the comparator CPb2.
The Second overload Stop command generation circuit
20C comprises a comparator CPc1 having an inversion input
terminal to which the load current detection signal Vi is
applied through a resistor Rco, a divider circuit formed of a
Series circuit of resistors Rc1 and Rc2 to apply to a non
inversion input terminal of the comparator Cpc1 a Second

exceeds the allowable critical value, the inverter can be

properly protected from the overload while the induction
load is allowed to be driven by properly setting the overload
judgment value and the allowable critical value.
FIG. 8 illustrates the construction of the principal part of
the inverter power generation apparatus adapted to perform
the overload protection control in this manner.
In FIG. 8, an instant stop command generation circuit 20A
Serves to generate a stop command to instruct the inverter to
be stopped immediately when it is detected that the load
current detected by the load current detector exceeds the
allowable threshold value by comparing the value of the

overload judgment signal Vi2 (>Vi1) obtained by dividing
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load current with the allowable threshold value. A first

overload Stop command generation circuit 20B Serves to
generate a Stop command to instruct the inverter to be
Stopped when the time interval operation is done for a Setting
time Set in accordance with the first Overloadjudgment value
“i1' set at a value Smaller than the allowable threshold value

when it is judged that the load current “i” detected by the
load current detector exceeds the first overload judgment
value by comparing the load current with the first overload
judgment value. A Second overload Stop command genera
tion circuit 20O Serves to generate a stop command to
instruct the inverter to be stopped when the time limit
operation is done for a Setting time Set in accordance with
the second overloadjudgment value "i2 set at a value larger
than the first overload judgment value “i1 when it is judged
that the load current “i” detected by the load current detector
exceeds the Second overload judgment value by comparing
the load current with the Second overload judgment value.
The instant Stop command generation circuit 20A com
prises a comparator Cpa having an inversion input terminal
to which the load current detection Signal Vi is input and a
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divider circuit formed of a series circuit of resistors Ra1 and

40

Ra2 to apply to a non-inversion input terminal of the
comparator Cpa an allowable threshold value signal Vim
obtained by dividing a power Supply Voltage E obtained
from a DC constant Voltage power Supply circuit not shown
and a resistor Ra3 connected between an output terminal of
the comparator Cpa and the non-inversion terminal thereof
through a diode Da1 having a cathode faced to the output
terminal of the comparator Cpa. The output terminal of the
comparator Cpa Serves as an output terminal 20a of the
instant Stop command generation circuit 20A.
The first overload stop command generation circuit 20B
comprises a comparator CPb1 having a non-inversion input
terminal to which the load current detection signal Vi is
applied through a resistor Rbo, a divider circuit formed of a
series circuit of resistors Rb1 and Rb2 to apply to a non
inversion input terminal of the comparator Cpb1 a first
overload judgment Signal Vil obtained by dividing the
power Supply Voltage E, a diode Db1 having a cathode
connected through a resistor Rb3 to an output terminal of the
comparator CPb1, a resistor Rb4 connected between an
output terminal of the comparator CPb1 and an anode of the
diode Db1, a resistor Rb5 connected between the output
terminal of the comparator CPb1 and a positive output
terminal of the DC constant Voltage power Supply circuit, a
timer capacitor Cb2 between the anode of the diode Db1 and
the ground and a comparator CPb2 having a non-inversion
input terminal to which a voltage acroSS the capacitor Cb2
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the power Supply Voltage E, a diode Dc1 having a cathode
connected through a resistor Rc3 to an output terminal of the
comparator CPc1, a resistor Rc4 connected between an
output terminal of the comparator CPc1 and an anode of the
diode Dc1, a resistor Rc5 connected between the output
terminal of the comparator CPc1 and the positive output
terminal of the DC constant Voltage power Supply circuit, a
timer capacitor CC2 connected between the anode of the
diode Dc1 and the ground and a comparator CPc2 having a
non-inversion input terminal to which a voltage across the
capacitor Ce2 is input and an inverse input terminal to which
the reference Voltage Vr is input in the same manner as the
first Overload Stop command generation circuit 20B. An
output terminal 20c of the Second overload Stop command
generation circuit 20O is led out of an output terminal of the
comparator CPc2.
The output terminals 20a through 20c of the stop com
mand generation circuits 20A through 20O are connected to
cathodes of diodes Da2 through Dc2 forming an OR circuit
21, respectively and a Stop command output terminal 22 is
led out of a common connection point of anodes of the
diodes Da2 through Dc2.
The instant Stop command generation circuit 20A lowers
the potential of the output terminal of the comparator CPa
from a Hilevel to a zero level when the load current detected

by the load current detection signal Vi exceeds the allowable
threshold value given by the allowable threshold value
Signal Vim to lower the potential of the Stop command
output terminal 22 to the Zero level. The thus lowered
potential of the Stop command output terminal 22 is used as
the Stop command Signal.
In the first Overload Stop command generation circuit
20B, when the load current detected by the load current
detection signal Vi is equal to or less than the first overload
judgment value given by the first overload judgment Signal
Vi1, the output side of the comparator CPb1 is in the open
State. At that time, Since the capacitor Cb2 is charged to the
power Supply Voltage E from the not shown power Supply
circuit through the resistors Rb5 and Rb4, the output side of
the comparator CPb2 is in the open state.
AS the load current detected by the load current detection

Signal Vi exceeds the first overload judgment value i1 (<im)

Set at a value Smaller than the allowable critical value, the
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load current detection signal Vi gets higher than the first
overload judgment value Vil and therefore the outputside of
the comparator CPb1 gets the on state. This causes the
charge Stored in the capacitor Cb2 to be discharged through
the diode Db1, the resistor Rb3 and the output side of the
comparator CPb1 with the fixed time constant. As the first
Setting time T1 elapses after the load current exceeds the first
overload judgment value, the Voltage acroSS the capacitor
Cb2 gets lower than the reference voltage Vr and therefore
the output Side of the comparator CPb2 gets the on State.
This causes the potential at the Stop command output
terminal 22 to change from the Hilevel state to the Zero level
State. This change in the potential at the Stop command
output terminal 22 becomes the Stop command.

US 6,826,062 B2
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Similarly, in the Second overload Stop command genera
tion circuit 20O, when the Second Setting time T2 elapses
after the load current i exceeds the Second Overload judg
ment value i2 to get the state of Vi>V12, the voltage across
the capacitor CC2 is made lower than the reference Voltage
Vr. This causes the output side of the comparator CPc2 to
become the on State. Thus, the potential at the Stop command
output terminal 22 is lowered to generate the Stop command.
The Second Setting time T2 is Set at a value shorter than the
first setting time T1.
The Stop command output terminal 22 is connected to the
Stop command input terminal of the controller. The control
ler controls the CPU to practice the predetermined program
when the Stop command is output from the Stop command
output terminal 22 to Stop Supplying the drive signal to the
Switch circuit 5 so as to stop the operation of the inverter. By
the OR circuit 21 and the step where the CPU stops the
operation of the inverter in accordance with the Stop com
mand is formed inverter Stop means to Stop the operation of
the inverter when the Stop command is generated from either
of the instant Stop command generation circuit and the
overload Stop command generation circuits.
With the Stop command generated by using the circuit
illustrated in FIG. 8, when the first setting time T1 elapses

instant Stop command generation circuit. In case that the
Single overload Stop command generation circuit is
provided, the Overload judgment value Set for the overload
Stop command generation circuit is Set at a value providing
the minimum of the overload range while the allowable
threshold value Set for the instant Stop command generation
circuit is Set at a value higher than the peak value of the rush
current flowing through the induction load when it starts.
In case that a plural of overload Stop command generation

after the overload is detected in the state where the load

circuits are provided, the times (the Setting times) after they
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have been described and illustrated with reference to the

accompanying drawings, it will be understood by those
skilled in the art that they are by way of examples, and that
various changes and modifications may be made without
departing from the Spirit and Scope of the invention, which
is defined only to the appended claims.
25

current “i” is equal to or more than the first overload
judgment value "i1 and less than the Second overload
judgment value "i2', the operation of the inverter is stopped

as shown in FIG. 9. When the second setting time T2 (<T1)

elapses after the overload is detected in the State where the
load current “i' is equal to or more than the Second overload
judgment value "i2 and equal to or less than the allowable
threshold value “im”, the operation of the inverter is
Stopped.
Furthermore, when the load current exceeds the allowable

threshold value “im”, the operation of the inverter is imme
diately Stopped.
Thus, the induction load through which the large current
flows when it starts can be driven without any trouble by
Setting the first overload judgment value "i1 at a value
providing the minimum value of the Overload range for the
load other than the induction load. By setting the allowable
threshold value at a proper value, the inverter Stops imme
diately when the load connection terminals are shortened or
close to the short circuit whereby the inverter can be
positively protected.
Although, in the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 8, there
are provided two overload Stop command generation
circuits, there may be provided three or more than three Stop
command generation circuits and Set three or more than
three overload judgment values whereby the inverter can be
protected by the finer control.
The invention can be accomplished by providing a single
overload Stop command generation circuit in addition to the

detect the load current having the value larger than the
corresponding overload judgment value until the Stop com
mand is generated are So Set as to get Shorter as the overload
judgment value used for the corresponding Stop command
generation circuit gets larger.
Although Some preferred embodiments of the invention
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What is claimed is:

1. An overload control apparatus for Overload-controlling
an inverter power generation apparatus comprising an AC
generator driven by an internal combustion engine, a recti
fier to rectify an output of Said AC generator and an inverter
to convert an output voltage of Said rectifier into an AC
Voltage of constant frequency and to Supply it to a load, Said
Overload control apparatus comprising a load current detec
tor to detect a load current flowing through Said inverter, an
instant Stop command generation circuit to generate a stop
command to instruct said inverter to be stopped immediately
when the valve of said load current detected by said load
current defector is compared with an allowable threshold
value and Said load current exceeds Said allowable threshold
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value, at least one overload Stop command generation circuit
to perform a time interval operation for a time Set in
accordance with the value of Said overload judgement value
when the value of said load current detected by said load
current detector is compared with the overload judgment
value set at a value Smaller than said allowable threshold
value and it is detected that Said load current exceeds Said

overload judgment value and to generate a Stop command to
instruct said inverter to be Stopped when Said time interval
operation is completed and inverter Stop means to Stop the
operation of Said inverter when said Stop command is
generated from either of Said instant Stop command genera
tion circuit and Said overload Stop command generation
circuit.

